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SUMMARY
This report outlines the results of a detailed survey of the environmental condition of 43 kilometers
of the Middle Pallinup River floodway. The Pallinup is a highly degraded river and the report rests
its assertions and conclusions relative to this. The survey repeated an assessment that was made in
the Spring of 2001 and added mapping of the environmental values as they were in 2017. The aim
of the 2001 riparian condition assessment was to produce a condition map for the river, but lack of
resources prevented the completion of this. However, the core data was a comprehensive series of
155 geo-referenced Photo Points that were established to provide a means to determine medium
to long term changes.
Anecdotal evidence suggested that the 1955 flood, following close on the heels of widespread land
clearing, dramatically degraded the rivers riparian environment and established its current form.
The Middle Pallinup Floodway Condition Survey offered evidence that the Middle Pallinup River
had moved past the post-clearing high risk phase and that the changes in channel form due to the
1955 flood still define the floodway. The current form of the floodway is relatively stable with
respect to floods of the order of magnitude of the 1982 and 2017 events. Nevertheless, the
fragmented distribution of trees, predominantly Sheoak and the replacement of understory shrubs
and sedges with annual grasses, continues to weaken the floodway and erosion features indicate
this. If the frequency of the rare big floods increases these weaknesses can be exploited to aggravate
erosion and introduce more sediment into the system. This justifies re-vegetation projects to
increase the density of vegetation along the main river floodway and along the tributaries.
The primary aim of the 2017 Floodway Condition Survey was to determine whether rehabilitation
efforts in the catchment over the past two decades have made a difference to the environmental and
water condition of the river. A secondary aim was to repeat and complete 2001 riparian condition
assessment.
Water condition is a broader concept than basic water chemistry measures. It is a product of a range
of riparian attributes such as the structure of the river channel itself, in-stream and fringing
vegetation, water depth, shading, habitat types and the diversity of the aquatic and terrestrial biota
that rely on the water. For this reason, data describing these features also describes water condition,
particularly for the plants and animals that depend on the river for survival.
This report describes the character of the river and catchment and the method used to qualify and
quantify the changes that have taken place over a sixteen-year period. These changes reflect both
the seasonal and landscape pressures acting on the river and the impacts of extreme flood events.
Fortuitously, a major flood in February 2017, while perhaps obscuring the impacts of the general
pressures, also provided a means to examine the resilience of the river to a flood comparable with
the 1955 summer flood.
The following riparian ecosystem attributes are described;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bank erosion
Bed scour
Channel sedimentation
Tributary influence
Type of riparian vegetation
Health of riparian vegetation
Native flora
Weed infestations
Fencing
Water quality
Fauna
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The key findings;
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

What stands out in the above data is that basic channel structure has remained much the
same at the majority of sites over the 16 years period, in spite of various moderate floods
and the recent major flood.
Bank, bed and terrace erosion increased only minimally over the sixteen period since 2001.
Sediment deposition increased at 37.5% of the photo point sites with fresh sediment is still
being mobilized into the river.
Tributaries are continuing to contribute excessive amounts of fresh sediment into the main
river floodway, according to their size, however reworking of existing sediment deposits
appeared to be the dominant source of mobile sediment.
Aerial image interpretation of the amount of riparian vegetation along 262 kilometers of the
main trunks of tributaries to the Middle Pallinup indicated that approximately 52% of the
length has a reasonable cover from remnant vegetation and re-vegetation. Riparian
rehabilitation along the tributaries of the Pallinup can in principle be considered to be
having a positive effect on the river in proportion to those figures.
Both the Warperup and Jackitup Creeks appeared to have substantially increased the
discharge in the Middle Pallinup River during the February 2017 flood as evidenced by large
erosion scours, large sand deposits and tree damage near the confluences.
By far the most common tree growing along the Pallinup River channel and sandy terraces
was Swamp Sheoak open woodland with Soursob and annual grasses understory. Upslope
was generally Eucalypt open woodlands dominated by York Gum, but with patches of Yates
or Flooded Gums. Jam wattle and Perennial Veldt grass dominated the understory.
Eye witness accounts of the effects of the 1955 and 1982 floods speak of a complete tree
loss along the floodway. However, numerous old and large Sheoaks along the survey reaches
suggests this scale of impact may have been more prevalent in the lower Pallinup rather
than the surveyed middle reaches. The perceived magnitude of the large floods will depend
on which part of the catchment the observer is in.
Flooded Gums showed the greatest decline in health and rising saline groundwater levels
likely to be the main cause.
There was natural regeneration of Swamp Sheoak and Jam wattles along the floodway but
there was negligible natural regeneration of Eucalypts.
Samphire response was variable with an increase at 16% of Photo Point sites and a decrease
at 39% of the photo point sites. The Foreshore survey revealed that Samphires have a
limited ability to armour the channel and terraces from erosion.
The dominant weeds observed along the lower floodway slopes of the surveyed Middle
Pallinup reaches were Soursob and annual grasses while Veldt grass dominated the upper
slopes.
Weeds of concern were African Boxthorn, Prickly Pear, Bridal Creeper and Doublegee.
The Pen-Scott foreshore condition assessment graded the foreshore as predominantly C
grade, erosion prone.
Fencing for stock exclusion to the river floodway enables germinating trees and shrubs to
become established. The left bank (northern side) had 76% protection from stock and the
right bank (southern side) had 57% protection.
Rehabilitation planting along the Pallinup main floodway has incrementally improved the
biodiversity and habitat character of the river but its contribution to improving the main
channel water condition and moderating erosion processes has been negligible (in
proportion to the amount of revegetation works along the surveyed reach). However,
fencing for stock exclusion appears to have contributed considerably to floodway stability
and hence water condition.
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Future management of the Pallinup River will be both an art and a science, an exercise in large scale
landscaping with no quick fixes.

Part B - RIPARIAN VEGETATION
"Well certainly after the 1955 floods there was nothing left. It was as bald as a badger, but then up
came the Casuarina, they come up like mad, particularly around the crossings at Chillinup".
Ruth Moir, Stories of the Pallinup River and Beaufort Inlet 2002.
By far the most common tree growing along the Pallinup River channel and sandy terraces is Swamp
Sheoak (Casuarina obesa) open woodland (Figure 1). Under the Sheoaks, Soursob (Oxalis precaprae) and annual grasses dominate. Up slope was generally Eucalypt open woodlands dominated
by York Gum (E. loxophleba) but with patches of Yates (E. occidentalis) or Flooded Gum (E. rudis).
Jam wattle (Acacia acuminata) and Perennial Veldt grass (Ehrharta calycina) were the dominant up
slope understory. See Appendix 2 for a list of flora species noted.

Figure 1: The Dominant vegetation types observed along the Pallinup River channel and terraces.

Vegetation communities
Swamp Sheoak woodland (Casuarina obesa)
Swamp Sheoak (also known as Kuli or Cooli) is endemic to WA and is one of Australia’s most salt
tolerant trees. They are also tolerant of water logging and are a nitrogen fixing tree so can be a
source of nitrogen in the waterway. They have been used extensively to remediate saline sites1.
The Swamp Sheoaks took a hammering with the February 2017 flood especially downstream of the
Jackitup and Warperup Creek confluences, with many trees along the channel knocked over.
Nevertheless it was encouraging to note the many Sheoak saplings that survived, indicating they
can recover (See Tree and shrub regeneration below). There were many areas where the Sheoaks
had, at some time after previous floods, germinated prolifically on terraces and in swales and scours
presenting now as avenues of dense tree thickets. These Sheoak avenues and lines were a common
feature along the river and seem to arise from a single germination event. They are not a fastgrowing tree as Figure 2 and Figure 3 show yet there were several large trees seen that could be
centuries old (Figure 4).

1

Marcar NE, Crawford DF (2004) Trees for Saline Landscapes. RIRDC Publication Number 03/108, Canberra.
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Figure 2: At PALL044, sapling Swamp Sheoak trees were photographed in 2001 and their growth 16 years later
can be seen in the 2017 photo.

Figure 3: These Sheoaks at PALL0033 had not changed is size since 2001 (left). They may have been a germination
event in a scour from the 1950s flood putting the age of this line of trees over 60 years old.
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Figure 4: An ancient Swamp Sheoak tree in the base of the floodway and experiencing the full brunt of the flood.
The tree could be centuries old.

Perched wetlands within Sheoak groves
There were several Sheoak groves on upland terraces with heavier soils that shaded perched
freshwater pools and a different understory community, including orchids and sedges. Although
these wetlands may be ephemeral (that is, they dry out in summer), they are usually areas of high
aquatic diversity. There were also various soaks adjacent to the main channel, mostly between
Gidgebetabup and Warperup Creeks that potentially have a high aquatic diversity. These areas add
extra diversity to the Pallinup floodway and are worth protecting (Figure 5 and Figure 6).

Figure 5: One of the perched freshwater wetlands that adds to the aquatic diversity of the Pallinup floodway.
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Figure 6: Some of the beautiful orchids found along the Pallinup River under Swamp Sheoak groves.

Saltwater paperbark (Melaleuca cuticularis)
Saltwater paperbark trees and shrubs were not common along the channel but were seen as part of
the revegetation mix in some areas. They are endemic to the south coast and are variable in form,
able to grow in fresh and salty situations. Their dense crowns make good bird nesting sites. They
are a valuable inclusion in any revegetation works. Seedling and sapling paperbarks were not seen
which may be due to competition from the dense annual weeds. However, established trees seemed
to have successfully weathered the 2017 flood.
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Figure 7: A Saltwater paperbark (Melaleuca cuticularis) tree on the left and shrub on the right that took the full
force of the February 2017 flood.

Eucalypt and Jam woodlands
York gum (Eucalyptus loxophleba subsp. loxophleba) – Jam (Acacia acuminata) woodlands were the
most common ecological community slopes up from from the Sheoak dominated riparian zone.
Veldt grass undergrowth characterized the upper slopes however in some places there were still
some native shrubs and grasses present. This ecological community is only found in the Wheatbelt
of WA and is generally seriously degraded. Fencing and some revegetation can assist this
community to recover some of its biodiversity (2). Many Jam Wattle seedlings were observed along
the whole of the surveyed section and in some places, they formed older Jam woodlands (Figure 8).
There were various other Eucalypts found along the riparian zone of the Pallinup River but the most
frequent were: Flooded Gums (E. rudis) and Flat-topped Yates (E. occidentalis). Several ancient
Flooded Gums were seen, howev er, generally they were in serious decline or dead. All three
Eucalypt species are endemic to Western Australia, tolerant of slight to moderate soil salinity and
some water logging (3).

Prober SM, Standish RJ, Wiehl G (2009) After the fence: condition of fenced, unfenced and reference York
gum – jam woodlands in the Avon Catchment, Western Australia. CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems and
Sustainable Agriculture Flagship.
3 http://www.florabank.org.au/lucid/key/species%20navigator/media/html/Eucalyptus_rudis.htm
http://www.florabank.org.au/lucid/key/species%20navigator/media/html/Eucalyptus_occidentalis.htm
http://www.florabank.org.au/lucid/key/Species%20Navigator/Media/Html/Eucalyptus_loxophleba.htm
2
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Figure 8: Woodland of old Jam Wattle, Acacia acuminata over grasses on an upper flood plain of the Pallinup
River.

Allocasuarina huegeliana Shrubland
Although the Allocasuarina huegeliana shrubland occupied only 2 of the 171 surveyed patches, they
are a significant remnant for the health and diversity of plants they contained and the minimal weed
impacts. Present in this community were Grey stinkwood (Jacksonia furcellata), Foxtail Mulga grass
(Neurachne alopecurioidea), Emu Bush (Eremophila lehmanniana and E. decipiens) and various
sedges and wattles. Remnants like these are important to protect with fencing to exclude stock.

Samphires.
Samphires (Tecticornia sp.) were common along the whole Pallinup floodway and their response to
the 2017 flood varied. Above the Jackitup Creek confluence they had remained intact however
where they had been inundated for some time, they had died. There was some regeneration
occurring under dead plants.

Changes to Samphires
Samphires showed increase at 16% of Photo Point sites and a decrease at 39% of sites. There was
also a major decrease in their health (Figure 9). Samphires do not tolerate any length of inundation
and there were significant plant deaths along the toe of the bank and on the low sand flats. (Figure
10). However, Samphires are also quick to germinate and regenerate if they are not outcompeted
by annual grasses and Oxalis. About 50% of sites showed some signs of regeneration and when the
annual grasses die over summer, Samphires may then have greater opportunity to regenerate.
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Figure 9: Photo audit comparison of changes in Samphire presence and condition along the active channel
between the 2001 and 2017.

Figure 10: Samphires killed by inundation during and after the flood. Note there is some regeneration occurring.

The Foreshore survey revealed that Samphires have only some ability to armour the channel bank
and terraces from erosion. Above Jackitup Creek, Samphires, despite being in part killed by lengthy
inundation, held the sandy soils of the bank and low sand plumes intact. Below the Jackitup and
Warperup Creeks, where the flood flow was stronger, Samphires on the sand slugs had been either
ripped up or smothered in new sand deposits (Figure 11). Furthermore, the dense annual weed
growth on the reworked sediment seemed to be smothering any regeneration. With the death of
these annuals over summer, there may be opportunity for Samphires to regain their dominance.

Figure 11: Changes in Samphire presence in the Photo audit comparison by distance downstream from the old
rail bridge near the Gnowangerup-Tambellup Road.
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Figure 12: Photo Point PALL100 showing the dense cover of Oxalis and annual grasses covering and smothering
the Samphires.

Sedges
Sedges, especially Sea Rush (Juncus kraussii subsp. australiensis) occurred in scattered places along
the river. Sea Rush is tolerant of saline habitats, is long lived and was resistant to the flood in all
observed locations. Once established, Sea Rush simply bends down to allow a flood to flow smoothly
over the top. It is a valuable inclusion in revegetation works with its greatest impact in armouring
the bank and low terraces (Figure 13 and Figure 14).

Figure 13: Sea Rush (Juncus kraussii subsp. australiensis) protecting the bank from erosion.
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Figure 14: Sea Rush at Photo points PALL115 and PALL130 in 2001(left) and still healthy in 2017 (right).

Tree Condition and Loss
Eye witness accounts of the effects of the 1955 and 1982 floods speak of a complete tree loss along
the floodway. However, numerous old and large Sheoaks along the survey reaches suggests this
scale of impact may have been more prevalent in the lower Pallinup rather than the surveyed
middle reaches. The perceived magnitude of the large floods will depend on which part of the
catchment the observer is in.
Determining changes in tree condition from the Photo Audit comparison was problematic due to
the low quality of the 2001 images and the differences in lighting. The Sheoaks were flowering
during the 2017 survey and as a result many trees in the Photo audit images were grey brown. The
health and condition of most of the trees (76%) in the Photo Audit comparison had not changed.
Tree loss occurred to some degree at 51% of the Photo Audit sites (Figure 15) with the greatest loss
of trees occurred below the Jackitup and Warperup confluences where the power of the flood flow
was greatest.
The majority of Swamp Sheoaks that survived the flood were in a healthy condition. The trees that
were declining in health were mostly Eucalypt trees, especially the Flooded Gums (Eucalyptus
rudis). It is not known what the cause of their decline is, but the authors suspect rising saline
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groundwater levels (DAFWA Technical Report 388 (4)). Further studies are needed to determine
the causes of their decline. Figure 17 shows a dying Flooded Gum with epicormic growth. Epicormic
growth is when the leaves and branches in the crown die off and buds shoot into small branches
along the main trunk. Epicormic growth occurs after a fire has killed the crown and is a natural
survival response. It also occurs when there are other stresses killing the crown.

Figure 15: Photo audit comparison of changes in tree condition and loss along the active channel between the
2001 and 2017.

Figure 16: Changes in Tree presence in the Photo audit comparison by distance downstream from the old rail
bridge near the Gnowangerup-Tambellup Road.

Raper, GP, Speed, RJ, Simons, JA, Killen, AL, Blake, AI, Ryder, AT, Smith, RH, Stainer, GS and Bourke, L 2014,
‘Groundwater trend analysis for south-west Western Australia 2007–12’, Resource Management
Technical Report 388, Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia, Perth.
4
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Figure 17: Dying Flooded Gum (Eucalyptus rudis) with epicormic growth along the main branches.

Tree and shrub regeneration
One story that come out of the survey is the low recruitment/regeneration of anything other than
Jam Wattle (Acacia acuminata) which was recorded as a shrub, and Swamp Sheoaks (Figure 18).
There was negligible recruitment of Eucalyptus trees. Deterrents to tree and shrub germination and
growth are loss of seed bank, stock grazing and the high density of grasses. The sections of the river
that were or had been recently grazed by sheep had no regeneration of trees and shrubs. There are
many ecological benefits of protecting remnant vegetation through fencing for stock exclusion and
revegetation including opportunities for natural regeneration (5).

Figure 18: Foreshore survey observed recruitment and regeneration of the trees, shrubs and herb layers. Note
that there was no recruitment sheep grazing occurred.

Prober SM, Standish RJ, Wiehl G (2009) After the fence: condition of fenced, unfenced and reference York
gum – jam woodlands in the Avon Catchment, Western Australia. CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems and
Sustainable Agriculture Flagship.
5
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Figure 19: Photo audit comparison regeneration of trees and or shrubs.

The Photo audit comparison showed less than 25% of the sites had observable tree or shrub
regeneration (Figure 19). This indicates the need for revegetation to introduce some diversity and
soil armouring back into the riparian system. It also confirms the benefits of current revegetation
works in introducing ecological diversity and future seed stock of plants that can survive in the
current saline and climate conditions.

Snag piles
A feature of the river was the high number of snag piles with very few sections having no snag piles
(5%). Approximately 47% of the Photo Point sites showed an increase in snag piles with the greatest
increase being from Jackitup Creek down (Figure 20). Many of these can be attributed to the
February 2017 flood and many pre-existing snag piles had been 'topped up'.

Figure 20: Photo Point comparison of change in snag piles and the
percentage of surveyed sections with snag piles.

Snag piles and stripped branches of the fringing vegetation
heighten the sense that the flood had a massive degrading
impact, but this assertion is not as strongly supported if
you look at the base structure of the floodway. It is also
interesting that the distribution of isolated logs in the
floodway appears to have increased noticeably downstream of the Warperup Creek confluence and
this accords with observations that discharge from the Creek substantially increased the main
channel flood flow and hence its power at this point. An increase in log density, particularly in the
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large, open river pools could be viewed as beneficial by providing extra habitat for both aquatic and
terrestrial animals. The mark of serious active degradation can be observed in the extent of
floodway erosion and sedimentation. Nevertheless, from a biodiversity perspective, loss of riparian
vegetation structure is as serious a measure of degradation as bed erosion, illustrated in the PenScott Foreshore Condition criteria (Appendix 4). The three elements go hand in hand.

Weeds
The dominant weeds observed along the lower floodway slopes of the surveyed section were
Soursob (Oxalis pre-caprae) and annual grasses, especially Wild Oats (Avena barbata) while Veldt
grass (Ehrharta calycina) dominated the upper slopes. However, 41 different species of weeds
(Appendix 3) were recorded, mostly grasses.
Soursob (Oxalis pre-caprae) reproduces by bulbils, rarely setting seed and prefers disturbed sites.
It was effectively being controlled by Mick Lance along the upper parts of the survey reach, although
the February 2017 flood had re-introduced some bulbils.
Also of interest were weeds that were NOT observed. African Love Grass was noticeably absent
from the floodway.

Weeds of concern
There were four weeds of concern observed along the survey reach (See Maps in Supplement 2 for
locations).
African Boxthorn (Lycium ferocissimum),
Prickly Pear (Opuntia stricta)

Bridal creeper (Asparagus asparagoides),
Doublegee (Emex australis).

African boxthorn (Lycium ferocissimum) which has been designated as a Weed of National
Significance was limited to the region around and downstream of Camballup pool. Weeds of
National Significance (WoNS)6 have been agreed upon by Australian federal and state governments
based
on
their
invasiveness, potential
for
spread
and
environmental, social and
economic impacts. Once
established,
African
Boxthorn is difficult to
eradicate, and sustained
effort is required. African
Boxthorn
reproduces
mostly by seeds that are
commonly
dispersed
when the fruit are eaten
by birds and other
animals (e.g. foxes). Seeds
may also be spread by
water.
Figure 21:
A large old
Boxthorn patch with fox
holes under and within the
patch (left). Boxthorn fruit readily eaten by animals and birds which spreads the seeds.

Landowners and land managers at all levels are responsible for managing WoNS.
6

http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/invasive/weeds/weeds/lists/wons.html
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Weed Control Case Study
Landholders Michael and Sue Lance farm next to the Pallinup River and Michael recognized
that weeds are one of the biggest problems impacting biodiversity along the river as they
vigorously compete with the native plants. He identifies Soursob and Bridal Creeper as two of
the bigger weed issues and over a period of 25 years and he set out to eradicate these along
the reaches of the Pallinup River. Annual spraying enabled him to achieve this at his property
and to show that even extremely widespread weed infestations can be brought under control,
given the motivation and resources to do it.

Soursob; pretty for a while, but unprofitable to both the farmer and the environment

Michael observed that the 2017 flood brought more Soursob bulbils from upstream. He
commented, "I have been down there, and it looks like it has come up where it has accumulated
against trees. All is not lost, and I am still glad I did it. To get rid of it (Soursob) you have to take
out all of it so that you have nothing left. When I was spraying it, I would do patches about as
big as half a house. But you still had grass around, so it would re-vegetate.
Michael observed that the grasses changed from being a bit of introduced grass and natural
grass to every year more natural grasses. "When I started this, I had two or three weeds that I
knew I could get and the rest I had to ignore and that included grass, but I am amazed how the
river has changed in the 20 years".
Bridal Creeper (Asparagus asparagoides) is also designated as a WoNS as it is a serious, highly
invasive environmental weed, destroying large areas of the native vegetation in southern Australia.
It is difficult to eradicate due to the size and inaccessibility of many infestations and biological
control is regarded as a preferred management option.
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Prickly Pear (Opuntia stricta) is a Declared Plant 7 in WA requiring C3 Management (should have
some form of management applied that will alleviate the harmful impact of the plant, reduce the
numbers, distribution and prevent or contain its spread). There was only one stem observed
downstream of Formby Road which had broken off a plant within the road reserve (Peter Hanbury
pers. comm.). although the stem was laying on its side, it was already beginning to produce new
buds and roots. Control and removal are recommended to prevent further pieces being broken and
washed downstream in future floods.
Doublegee (Emex australis) is also a Declared Plant (8) in WA requiring C3 Management. In many
places the annual weed density and height made it difficult to notice all Doublegee plants and there
are probably more than noted in the maps.

Pen-Scott Foreshore Condition Grading
The Pen-Scott foreshore condition assessment method grades the foreshore into one of four
categories, A, B, C and D (9). The four grades are:
•
•
•
•

A Grade foreshore has healthy native bush (ie. similar to that found in nature reserves, state
forests and national parks).
B Grade foreshore vegetation had been invaded by weeds, mainly grasses and looks similar
to typical roadside vegetation.
C Grade foreshore supports only trees over weeds or pasture. Bank erosion and subsidence
may occur in localised areas.
D Grade - the stream is little more than an eroding ditch or a weed infested drain.

The grading is useful for prioritising rehabilitation and identifying reaches of special value as well
as giving an indication of general condition. For a full description of these grades see Appendix 4.
Also see Supplement 4, Maps of Foreshore Condition Status: Pen-Scott grading.
Most of the upper Middle Pallinup is C grade foreshore (94.5%) with only trees over weeds or
pasture and 48% of vegetation patches were graded as C1, (Figure 23) erosion prone - “trees
remaining with some large shrubs or tree grasses and the understorey consisting entirely of weeds (ie.
annual grasses). There is little or no evidence of regeneration of tree species. River embankment and
floodway are vulnerable to erosion due to the shallow-rooted weedy understorey providing minimal
soil stabilisation and support.”
The right bank contained several areas of remnant vegetation that were in slightly better condition
(B grade) with a higher diversity of shrub species present and fewer weeds. These included
Allocasuarina huegeliana shrubland and Yate woodlands. These only represented 5.5% of the
surveyed reach of the Pallinup River.

https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/pests-weeds-diseases/weeds/declared-plants
https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/pests-weeds-diseases/weeds/declared-plants
9 Pen, L.J. and Scott, M. (1995) Stream foreshore assessment in farming areas of south-west Western Australia.
Water and Rivers Commission 1999, Planning and Management: River Restoration Report No. RR3
7
8
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Figure 22: Pen-Scott grades of the vegetation patches (left and right banks).

Upstream of Jackitup Creek the foreshore was mostly C1 grade however downstream increasingly
C2 and C3 grade foreshores were encountered (Figure 23). The five B grade patches were mostly
Allocasuarina huegeliana Shrubland and Yate woodlands.

Figure 23: Pen-Scott grades on both banks by distance downstream from the old rail bridge near the
Gnowangerup-Tambellup Road.

Fencing to Control Stock Access
Fencing for stock exclusion to the river floodway enables germinating trees and shrubs to become
established. The left bank (northern side) had 76% protection from stock and the right bank
(southern side) had 57% protection. Note: The proportion fenced but with stock access represent
sections fenced on one bank, but with stock access on the other bank and able to cross the river.
Fencing that excludes stock from the waterways is also an important rehabilitation action as it
contributes considerably to floodway stability and hence water condition (Figure 25).
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Figure 24: The proportion of surveyed reaches protected through fencing. The orange wedges, fenced but with
stock access represent sections fenced on one bank, but with stock access on the other bank and able to cross the
river.

Figure 25: Fencing to exclude stock (left) has resulted in Samphires and sedges remaining intact along the
foreshore is contrasted with foreshore that has been grazed down to expose soil (right) making it erosion prone.
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Quote from Upper Pallinup Area CATCHMENT APPRAISAL 2007
Fragmentation poses a great threat to native vegetation in the study area with over ninety per
cent of individual remnants being less than 10 hectares in size. This will reduce the long-term
viability of the remnant vegetation due to its inability to sustain biological resources and ecological
processes. For example, pollination can become reduced as pollinators are unable to traverse nonvegetated areas between remnants which also leads to reduction in genetic variability within
species. Fauna movement is reduced for similar reasons. Ecological thresholds of population size,
availability of mates, food resources and nutrient processes are all affected by fragmentation and
reduced remnant size. In many of cases, grazing is a primary impact affecting highly fragmented
and clear areas of remnant vegetation. Grazing takes out lower story vegetation and low branches
of the upper story. This leads to a reduction in biomass, species composition, degradation of
structural diversity, compaction of topsoil and degradation of vital micro-organisms that fulfil
nutrient recycling services within the soil. A common practice to remove grazing impacts is to fence
the perimeter of remnant vegetation to exclude domestic herbivores.
Fragmentation is the result of historical clearing for agriculture leaving small, often isolated
patches of remnant vegetation in the landscape. The resulting impact is the inability of fauna to
move to areas to use new biological resources (food, habitat, refuge). The vegetation (and some
fauna) in smaller remnants also suffer from genetic inbreeding because of a lack of pollinators to
transport pollen of a differing genetic type. Management options that attempt to rectify this
include increasing landscape connectivity of remnant vegetation through revegetation. This can
be through corridors and/or revegetation islands that act as stepping stones reducing the distance
between isolated remnants.
Deon Utber (2007) Native vegetation representation and risk in Upper Pallinup Area CATCHMENT APPRAISAL 2007:
Resource Management Technical Report 277 compiled by Shannon Sounness and Ben Whitfield for the South Coast
Agricultural Region Rapid Catchment Appraisal Team, April 2007

FAUNA
Fish
Past studies have shown there are three native fish commonly found in the Pallinup River. These
are:
•
•
•

Galaxias maculatus (Common Jollytail or Spotted Minnow)
Leptatherina wallacei (Hardy head),
Pseudogobius olorum (Gobi)

Common Jollytail fish, Galaxias maculatus are small fish growing to 19 cm but are more commonly
about 10 cm in length. Smaller fish were observed at various sections swimming upstream. They
feed on aquatic invertebrates and terrestrial insects near or on the water surface. They can
withstand large variations in salinities and have been found alive in 81 mScm - (~45 ppt) (10). The
species is found across southern Australia, east to New Zealand and South America. In the Pallinup
River however, research has demonstrated that the species is landlocked and complete their lifecycle in inland waters. They spawn in the upper reaches and tributaries laying their eggs on flooded

10

http://www.freshwaterfishgroup.com/native-freshwater-fishes.php
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vegetation. Since Common Jollytails spawn on flooded vegetation, their numbers could be used as
indicators of river health in the saline rivers of the Eastern South Coast bioregion (11).
Hardy Heads (Leptatherina wallacei) were not observed during this survey. They are common
estuarine fish that can make their way up saline rivers along with the Goby (Pseudogobius olorum)
which were observed. The Goby is a bottom dweller and sometimes can be seen making short sharp
movements in the bottom silt.
Also found in the Pallinup River are the introduced Mosquito fish (Gambusia holbrooki). this fish
was introduced from North America in an effort to control mosquito-borne diseases. They are a
small fish (5cm) and a prolific breeder, bearing live young. They survive in low salinities and favour
warm shallows. They feed on micro-algae besides aquatic invertebrates and juvenile native fish and
are a pest species (12).
It is not known if Black bream (Acanthopagrus butcheri) occur in the upper reaches of the Pallinup
River however they have been observed by the authors in the upper reaches of the Oldfield River.
They are an important recreational and commercial species in the estuaries of south-western
Australia including Beaufort Inlet. Although they are a hardy fish and can cope with wide salinity
and temperature changes, they are still ultimately reliant on healthy rivers and estuaries for their
survival (13).

Rakali – (Hydromys chrysogaster)
Footprints of the Australian water rat, Rakali were observed on several locations downstream of
Formby Road (Figure 26). Rakali is the Aboriginal name from the Murray Darling Basin in New
South Wales and Victoria and was adopted as the species common name by the Australian
Department of Environment and Heritage in the 1990s. More than 50 different Aboriginal names
are used for Rakali, including Moytj in the Perth region, and Ngurju and Muritya in the other parts
of Southwest Western Australia ( 14 ). The local Menang name is thought to be Manip (Nathan
McQuoid per. comm.).
There has been a substantial decline in populations in the southwestern Australian waterways
which may be due to secondary salinisation, loss of habitat and predation by cats and foxes. They
are considered to be secure nationally, however little is known of abundance and health of Western
Australian populations (15). As a top end predator, they are an indication of river health.
Rakali live in burrow on the bank and are mostly nocturnal. They feed on aquatic invertebrates,
crustaceans, fish, frogs, reptiles and birds and often return to a favorite feeding place where where
remains of previous catches can be seen.

Cook, B. A., Janicke, G. & Maughan, J. 2008. Ecological values of waterways in the South Coast Region,
Western Australia. Report No CENRM079, Centre of Excellence in Natural Resource Management, University
of Western Australia. Report prepared for the Department of Water.
12 Allen, G.R. (1982) Inland Fishes of Western Australia. WA Museum.
13 http://www.fish.wa.gov.au/Species/Black-Bream/Pages/default.aspx
14 Trocini S., Barrett G., Howard K. and Ramalho C. (2015) Rakali Community Survey 2014-2015. Report
prepared by WWF-Australia and the Western Australian Department of Parks and Wildlife. WWF-Australia,
Perth, WA.
15 Christie A. Atkinson, Mark A. Lund & Keith D. Morris (2008) BiblioRakali: the Australian water rat, Hydromys
chrysogaster Geoffroy, 1804 (Muridae: Hydromyinae), a subject-specific bibliography. In Conservation Science
W. Aust. 7 (1): 65–71 (2008)
11
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Figure 26: Rakali footprints observed in Pallinup River downstream from Formby Road. (Insert: Rakali, showing
golden belly and white tip to its tail. (Image Carol Hall, https://fieldnatballarat.wordpress.com/2014/12/04/aday-in-the-life-of-a-rakali/)

Other Animals Observed
Other animals or indications observed include Frogs in freshwater soaks, Bobtails, Echidna diggings
and Kangaroo tracks. Kangaroos were observed in the floodway only twice however their tracks
crossing the river were common.
Rabbit footprints were observed below PALL115 but it was rare to see any evidence of rabbits. Fox
tracks and scent was common and there were occasional cat prints in the sand. One grey Persian
cat was seen.

WATER CHEMISTRY
Some basic water quality data was collected during the course of the riparian condition field survey.
The water quality data was a snapshot in time and no conclusions could be arrived at regarding
changes to the chemical or physical quality of waters along the Pallinup. This data was also given to
The University of WA, Centre of Excellence in Natural Resource Management, who undertook
broader a water quality analysis as a component of the project.
Electrical conductivity (a measure of salt content in the water), pH measurements and temperature
were made where tributaries and drains entered the main channel of the river. The input discharge
generally varied from a bare trickle to a few Liters per second, however Jackitup and Warperup
Creeks had flows comparable with the main river flow upstream of the confluences. Groundwater
also contributed to the river as evidenced by seepage areas at discrete locations along the banks
and at confluences and for that reason measurements were also made upstream and downstream
of the confluences.
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The graphs below (Figure 27) show the range of values upstream of the confluences, in the
tributaries and downstream of the confluences. For comparison, seawater has an electrical
conductivity of approximately 52 mS/cm.

Figure 27: Range of Conductivity and pH values upstream of tributary confluences, within the tributaries and
downstream of their confluences.

Tributary and drain inputs showed a wider range of values than the main channel for both salinity
and the generally alkaline pH values. The range of values hints at a slight increase in salinity from
creeks and drains for a short distance below the confluences. However, the salt levels proved to be
remarkably consistent along the entire surveyed length of the river at around 32 mS/cm or roughly
60% as salty as seawater.
General observations of algae presence, submerged vegetation (Ruppia) and channel shading were
also made for the defined reaches. Filamentous algae was present, but in low amounts at the time
of the survey. It was observed that the bright green species preferred fast flowing water in rocky or
woody riffle areas where it could attach to the stream bed. Algal levels appear higher in the 2001
Photo Point images than in 2017, but these were taken during warmer conditions and lower flows
later in Spring.
River waters were turbid making estimations of the water depth difficult in depths greater than half
a meter, especially in pools. Nevertheless, some probing and the extent of 'lightened' areas
suggested that water depth rarely exceed 1.5 meters. In shallow runs, the water appeared much
clearer over the white sandy bed. There appeared to be little change since 2001.

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
The 2017 survey confirmed that two levels of management focus are required for enhancing and
maintaining the environmental values of the Pallinup river.
First, there is the need to strengthen long term community commitment to looking after the river,
including its extensive network of tributaries. This will mean articulating a clear vision for what the
community would like the river to be like in the coming decades. It should be appreciated that the
river in its degraded state can no longer 'look after itself'.
The South Coast Regional Initiative Plan developed in the late 1990's was a first step to identify and
collate natural resource management issues and desirable aims along the South Coast. The plan was
drafted at a time when knowledge of the river environments was sparse and recommendations
were general. The plans were largely prepared from an agency perspective with relatively shortlived community consultation.
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However, much of the onus of responsibility for advancing specific catchment management plans
has now been devolved to local NRM groups with government agency involvement retracting to
specific funding bodies and others often competing for funding as well. This has put considerable
pressure on NRM groups and especially individual officers, to fulfill funding requirements
regardless of strategic objectives. Nevertheless, a plan with a visionary community engagement
component is a necessary requirement for attracting funds. Plans have been initiated at the
community level, but have often stalled over the ensuing years for the above reasons.
The second level of river management is the development and implementation of a river
rehabilitation methodology. This specifies the what, where and how of on-ground works required
to halt further degradation and to reinstate desirable ecological characteristics in the river system.
The mainstay of rehabilitation efforts for several decades has been the jig-saw of scattered and often
disconnected on-ground works. The competitive funding model for NRM activity has meant that
good projects may or may not be funded and this has made it difficult to prioritize works at a
landscape scale in a systematic way. In addition, there has been little funding for experimentation
and monitoring to develop effective rehabilitation methods appropriate for the waterway network.
Despite the somewhat 'rocky start' to comprehensive waterways management in the Pallinup
catchment, much has been achieved. Healthy stream rehabilitation works can commonly be
observed when driving along roads in the area.
Adoption of the basic principle of fencing to exclude stock and replanting native species along the
verge of riparian corridors has gone a long way to protecting remnant riparian areas and stabilizing
degraded stream reaches. However, lack of resources to assess the environmental outcomes means
that vital information is not routinely gathered and as a result adaptive learning is hindered.
The 2017 river survey identified a number of practical management approaches and specific
projects that are appropriate to the waterways of the Pallinup catchment.

Ongoing stabilization of tributaries.
An important goal for improving the condition of the river is to protect the river pools by reducing
sediment inputs. Phosphorous input will also be reduced since it readily attaches to sediment
particles. For this reason a 'top down' approach to river management makes practical sense,
although it is not necessarily so for all degradation issues. The top down approach will involve
continuous fencing to exclude stock and re-vegetation along the main tributary channels and as
many of the minor streams as may be feasible.
Aerial photo interpretation showed that approximately 19% of the tributary main channels,
including upstream of the survey reaches, have been re-vegetated to some degree and 35% retain
comparable remnant riparian cover, making a total of 53%. The actual degree of stabilization
provided by the riparian vegetation was not assessable and the figures should not be used as
measures of effectiveness of the replanting at this stage. It is suggested that a goal of 90 - 100%
cover is feasible.
More immediate attention should be given to the one or two kilometer reaches upstream of the
river confluences. Adequate riparian vegetation in these areas can act as a 'control valve' slowing
the movement of existing sediment into the river.
Ongoing protection of these areas will also be crucial. Flood levels provide guidelines for where
fences can best be placed or for designing fence types that are flood resistant. It was noted that ringlock fences were efficient at trapping grasses and debris and this greatly increased the force of flood
flow against them, especially where the flow was at a steep angle to the fence line.
The largest tributary entering the survey area is Warperup Creek with the main channel extending
from east of Ongerup for approximately 65 kilometers to its confluence with the Pallinup upstream
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of Magitup Road. It was inspected at road crossings and the branching network of creeks was
examined using aerial images. However, it was beyond the scope of this project to assess its
contribution of sediment to the river. The size of this sub-catchment implies that the development
of a rehabilitation plan specifically for the Warperup Creek, is warranted.

The Pallinup River main trunk
What has been termed the active channel of the Pallinup River in this report, is within an
Unallocated Crown Land (UCL) reserve that was surveyed in the early 1900's. This was at time when
flood size and frequency were unknown. Major floods have since revealed the impracticality of
fencing along the UCL boundary. Some property boundary fences have been relocated upslope and
the floodway has dual land tenure. Nevertheless, a number of old fences have managed to survive
the 2017 as well as the 1982 floods. Newer fences were damaged in 2017 yet this occurred in quite
specific sections where floodwaters moved out of the main floodway along ancient pathways.
Landholders may be reluctant to cede more arable land back to the river, but it is suggested that the
health and stability of the river would benefit in many situations by relatively modest adjustments
in fence locations.
The State Department of Regional Development and Planning (State Land Services) have
jurisdiction over UCL, but have no legislative requirement to manage it, nor the financial capacity
to do so. Nevertheless, rehabilitation projects focused on the active channel may require a
memorandum of understanding between the department and NSPNR Inc. or the Shire. In addition,
the provision for Native Title will need to be considered. All stakeholders should be mindful that
the river is oblivious of these administrative matters.
Riparian management issues along the Pallinup are similar to those of the smaller tributaries, but
the scale of works required and their location, is more problematic. Currently, revegetation tends
to be located along the outside upland edges of the floodway. Access to the low-lying areas with
machinery for broad area replanting, is difficult. Steeper slopes, uneven ground, dense patches of
Sheoak, rocky outcrops and the fragile banks of the active channel would require hand weed
management and replanting to minimize damage and this would be a work in progress for a
considerable time. Given that landholders are hard pressed for time running their agricultural
businesses, other sources of labor would be required to undertake incremental enhancement of the
riparian zone. The survey results suggested that the density of replanting of tree and shrub species
need not be all that high while still improving the flood resilience of the floodway as well as
improving biodiversity through increased habitat options. Exclusion of stock to encourage natural
regeneration of key species such as Jam Wattles, Sheoak and Eucalypts is most important in that
respect.
The active channel is the lowest part of the floodway and is the most impacted part as might be
expected where the flood depths are greatest. Samphire, although a vigorous colonizer and
observed to be capable of withstanding low to moderate flooding, was shown to be very susceptible
to powerful floods. Revegetation of the banks of the low flow channel will act to deepen, maintain
and protect the narrow channels between pools.
Sedges, especially Sea Rush (Juncus kraussii subsp. australiensis) were less common along the
survey reaches, but where they did occur it was apparent that they were quite capable of enduring
the considerable force of a major flood and thrive in the saline conditions. A useful experimental
project would be to try different methods of sedge planting along various sections of the active
channel banks and to monitor the progress of these. Michael and Penny Moir successfully used
sedges to re-vegetated sections of the river bank at their Chillinup property. Saltwater paperbarks
(Melaleuca cuticularis) were also not very common but should be included in trial plantings.
Kangaroos pose a threat to replanting and although they were only occasionally observed or
disturbed during the survey, there was ample evidence that there are considerable numbers that
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spend much time within the floodway. Those seen were often very large animals. The tops of Young
Sheoak plants appeared to have been grazed although remaining alive and it was assumed that this
was due to kangaroos.
Priority should be given to stabilizing loose sediment deposits one to two kilometers upstream of
river pools. The pools are usually viewed as iconic by the community and efforts to protect them
are likely to gain more support. In that respect and despite the overall degradation of the river
corridor the authors consider that there is potential to develop low-key passive recreation
opportunities, such as short walks and environmental appreciation sites along certain reaches.
Apart from the Marra bridge there is little to attract traveler’s attention to the value of the river.
Rocky outcrops become more frequent in the downstream direction and these can redirect flow. In
areas where the outcrops are on one side only, the opposite banks may benefit from strategic
revegetation.
A number of bank erosion hot spots and scours were encountered and although it is tempting to try
and stabilize these with rock, fence wire, old car bodies etc. it is suggested that they be left alone.
Rock armoring can be limited to reinforcing crossings and these should be kept as low and as flat as
possible mid-stream, avoiding high causeways. A good rule of thumb is to match the natural crosssection of the floodway as closely as possible. Rock armor should extend as high up the banks as
possible to avoid flood bypass erosion. Steep drop-offs on the upstream and downstream sides of
the crossing should be avoided in favor of shallow slopes using a mix of rock sizes.

Specific weed infestations
The survey identified an area where African Boxthorn is spreading (See the Boxthorn distribution
map). Currently the infestation is contained within a 500 meter wide band along a 1.5 kilometer
long reach at the end of the Camballup Road. This indicated they are spreading. Some of the trees
are large and will require mechanical removal and treatment. No other Boxthorns were
encountered downstream and eradication of the infestation is practical.
Bridal Creeper was found to be more widely distributed than Boxthorn, but large infestations are
patchy. Full eradication would be problematic, but maintaining levels of biological control such as
rust, is desirable. (See the Bridal Creeper distribution map)
One patch of Prickly Pear (Opuntia) cactus was encountered during the 2001 assessment, but apart
from one plant seen in 2017 these do not appear to have spread. Opuntia is a weed of concern in
WA and control methods can be found on the Department of Primary Industries and Regional
Development website.

Re-vegetation of high flood terraces
The survey showed that erosion of the high flood terraces has been minimal since 2001. This implies
a good level of stability. The large erosion scours that were most likely created by the 1955 flood
and aggravated by the 1982 flood, have not noticeably changed. Superficial soil scouring was
observed along many terraces, but so also was fine sediment deposition. Erosion power is related
to water flow velocity and the relationship is not linear. This means that a small decrease in flow
rate can make a significant difference to the susceptibility of the floodway soils to erosion.
Biodiversity plantings consist of a broad range of plants, but in terms of terrace stabilization, a
choice of a few robust species planted at a comparatively lower density may be sufficient to increase
the resilience of the floodway significantly. Biodiversity plantings can then be added into this more
protected environment.
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River pools
River pools in the Pallinup and Warperup can be promoted as iconic within the mind of the
community through a range of activities. Surveyor Septimus Roe recorded the depth of some pools
along the middle Pallinup as 6' - 8' (2 - 2.4 meters) deeps. Other anecdotal evidence suggests that
some pools were up to 6 meters deep. The average depth of the larger river pools now appear to be
less than one meter, particularly in summer when the river flow reduces to a trickle. The 2017
survey detected anoxic (low oxygenated) ooze at the edges of some pools and it is known that under
these conditions nutrients are released from the sediments into the water column. This leads to
algal blooms. In addition the warm to hot conditions also favor algal growth and increased salt
concentration. The hardy pest fish Gambusia is able to exist in these situations.
Excavation of sand filled river pools has been undertaken in other catchments in WA, for example
the middle Avon River. However, this has been a costly enterprise with questionable environmental
benefits.
Excerpt from the 2013 Avon Strategy Review
After European settlement, the river was used as a domestic water supply, for watering stock, and as
a source of fish and game, and formed the centre of many recreational activities for local residents.
Land clearing of the Avon River catchment began early in the 1900s, yet the river maintained much of
its original character until the 1940s and 1950s, after which the impacts of settlement, the river
training scheme, grazing and salinity began to fundamentally change the character of the Avon River
Flooding of the riverside towns of Beverley, York, Northam and Toodyay and adjacent agricultural
land resulted in the implementation of the River Training Scheme over 1956– 1972. Prior to this, there
were 26 major pools on the Avon River between Walyunga National Park and the confluence with the
The authors suggest that mechanical removal of sediment from Pallinup pools is not a constructive
course of action due to the high risk of damage to the banks and terraces by excavation machinery.
Reducing sediment mobility at or near source is a better approach and this will allow floods to
naturally deepen the pools, although this will be a lengthy process. A more appropriate tactic would
be to improve shading using strategically placed tree plantings. This would help stabilize banks and
reduce water temperatures in summer thereby improving water condition.
It was apparent from the 2017 survey that although the February flood took out or damaged
numerous trees of varying sizes, many appeared quite capable of withstanding the considerable
force of the flow. The reasons for this are not clear at specific sites, but the density of trunks, their
location within the floodway and its cross-sectional shape are likely to be the deciding factors.
Future management of the Pallinup River will be both an art and a science, an exercise in large scale
landscaping with no quick fixes.

A COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVE
The 1955 flood
In 2002, the then Water and Rivers Commission and Angela Sanders produced “Stories of the
Pallinup River and Beaufort Inlet.” The following quotes come from this book.
It rained for about ten days, I think, on and off. We kept rain records and kept throwing out
the gauge, it would be full and out would go that lot and then there would be another lot and
that was incredible. It rained from the south-east, I think they were upper atmospheres or
middle levels or something that didn't move.
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Well certainly after the 1955 floods there was nothing left. It was as bald as a badger. But then
up came the Casuarina, they came up like mad, particularly around the crossings at Chillinup
because most of the Yates had gone. But of course Yates seem to regenerate and they seem to
grow up quite quickly, but I don't suppose anything is quicker than the Casuarinas or the
Acacias. The jams would have been there quickly too probably in certain parts."
It was amazing what the damage the 1955 flood did. Then there was the 1982 and the one this
year which was just a little bit below the 1982. The 1955 flood, if we had that much rain now,
with the amount of cleared land, it would do enormous damage. I guess I must qualify that the
health of the actual whole river system probably hasn’t improved. But for our property, which
was scoured out, it was always stocked. The reason our farm was taken up in the early days
was because of the freshwater pool and they took up a claim all around that pool to give them
the rights to it.
The river, as a kid and until we we fenced it off which was about 30 years ago, was totally
barren. The most distressing thing to me is when you go flying and you see the amount of the
beautiful Borden silt washing out to sea. I’ll come back and hop on the bike and go around to
see [where]. It is quite depressing really. In the last few big floods and to see the amount of silt
that is going out there. Around your place Tim, there was a lot of wash.
My Uncle says that the river was actually reasonably fresh (once) and the sheep could drink
out of it at certain times of the year.
(The land) was actually cleared right to the bridge (Chester Pass Road). All that country was
cleared then the ’55 flood came and just scoured it all out. All the trees have come up since
then. But we reckon that the one we have just had is as big as the ’55 flood.
In 1955 was the big one because the old man told me, it was the rabbits. They were in the river
and they couldn’t get them out. Then the flood came through and got them out alright. The
rabbits were destructive, and the warrens. That is one reason why it eroded so much. It
coincided with ‘myxo’. One paddock on the river, you had 180 acres and went back to 160
because it just scoured it out right near the river.
I think the nature of the flooding changed because in the '55 flood all the clearing was in
Gnowangerup, Tambellup, Borden areas and they were only just starting to clear the
Jerramungup-Corackerup Creek areas you see. So the water came from the higher reaches of
the river and that's why it was so high at Sandalwood. In the flood in the 80s it didn't run
anywhere near as high at Sandalwood but down towards the mouth it must have run nearly
as high because it was lapping the decking of the Marra Bridge (which was built above the high
water mark). But the nature of the [flooding] had changed because you'd have all the clearing
from Jerramungup and Corackerup so the creeks there were feeding the river lower down. So
there really was a change in the nature of the flooding."
It certainly changed the river. The river there had flat-topped yates, really big, like you couldn't
put your arms around them, probably take almost two people to put their arms around them
they were so big. It just took them out, it just took all the vegetation out of the riverbed and it
was just a rocky bed. It grew up again and some time in the early 80s there was another flood,
nearly as big but not quite, and it took it out again. So in my lifetime I've seen that riverbed
cleaned out twice, and it's grown up again. But the second time the trees weren't as big, they
weren't as massive so they must have been much, much older. That was in year 55."
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The 2017 Flood and life on the River
A Stories of the Pallinup event was held 25th July 2017 and some relevant observations by
landholders are recorded below.
It came so quick, we got all the Warperup water. There was no Six Mile water. So further down
the river it was probably not as much. There was a lot of water that came down – it went up
very quickly, it stayed up for a while then went down very quickly.
There were two (floods) in ’55 according to my uncle. There was one in January, they put up all
the fences and they had another one in September.
The flood was a bit bigger this time (2017).
There is certainly a lot of vegetation around the Pallinup now. A lot has been fenced off, at
least to 100 metres to either side. Back then (1950s) it could have been cleared right up to the
river and that is why she spread out quite a lot.
When Roe came through this country in 1835 before it was cleared, he quoted those pools as
being 20 metres wide and 6 – 8 feet deep up towards Gnowangerup.
There were freshwater streams that used to go into the Pallinup on the Bremer Road. There
used to be frogs and tadpoles. There is no way there would be frogs and tadpoles now, it is too
salty.
I have seen fish near the Yardup Creek, little fish. I am not quite sure how that works.
I am interested, along with everyone I suppose with what the health of the river is at the
moment. Back in the 50s, everything got cleared up the river and now in the last probably 40
years everything has been fenced off.
I only remember the river as being highly silted up. Since then we now have got ‘nil till’. Barring
extreme events like last February, we are a lot better at maintaining a cover on our soil. We
are making sure it is not being worked up three times a year and not washing into the river.
So, is there hope that the river, that silt will clear out?
One of the reasons that the Pallinup River is vegetated, and this is not being nasty, is because
it was surveyed out and is crown land. No one could clear that. Not all rivers are like that. That
has been a huge saving of the actual river. A lot of farmers couldn’t go to where that
(boundary) peg was, it was not practical.
The fence needed to be erected above flood levels to be protected. This meant excluding land
rather than fencing according to Land Location dimensions. Prior to this the Chillinup fences
were built to terminate in the permanent river pools. This meant that each time the river
flooded the fences were destroyed. Prior to a flood we had to muster the sheep out of the lowlying areas so that they were not stranded.
We get to admire many birds on the river. A multitude of ducks, herons and cormorants, the
occasional swans and pelicans, the seasonal visitors, waders, the smaller birds – splendid
Kingfisher.
We are the second last property before the estuary and we cop everything. Just the area we
are dealing with - there is no way we can control the Soursob. It is a big weed haven. Paterson’s
curse has come down from somewhere and we tried [to control] that and the APB tried for a
while.
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All the Soursob got washed away in the flood and now we have just got Bridal Creeper.
You have probably got to get people to recognise it (the river) a bit more. They talk about the
rock down there a bit [Bluff Knoll]. But the river hardly seems to come up in anything. To get
some more things happening we might have to get better recognition of the river. It runs right
through the shire and the zone.
I know there are sections not even fenced off. So, there is a long way to go. Everyone says it is
fenced off. It is not fenced off, whether that is what you do?
They never cleared down to the survey peg. It was unpractical. I know toward Borden there, a
lot has gone out because of more water, the river has got a lot wider ... the erosion.
They (Rakali/ Manip) are possibly still there, but they are really secretive. People from UWA
did some trapping around the Wellstead Estuary a few years ago. They didn’t catch anything,
but they could see their footprints and you can find the remains of their meals. They are very
hard to get on to. Now that we have remote cameras it is a little bit easier. You can put the
cameras out for a few months and you will probably see one. I think they are still around. A
few years ago, we saw footprints in the upper Corackerup near Jerramungup. They are still
around.
There are certainly tortoises in the upper Corackerup catchment.
I have been going down to the river since I was a kid. The water rats (Rakali/ Manip) are there.
I have never seen any, but my kids were there at night and they saw them, one or two. I thought
that was interesting. We don’t know because we are not down there much at night and even
during the day. The only people that go down there a lot are these expert scientists. But us as
locals don’t, do we?
We do take the kids down to the creek, even now when they are teenagers but even then, only
once or twice a year.
Shane Delury and Steve Newbey were monitoring the Kybelup I think it was. They saw these
big fish. Only a few and they were very shy. They thought they were a native fish too.
In the days of jute super bags, we used to wash them, superphosphate and super zinc molly
bags. It was an annual chance to have a swim in the river. We were banned from swimming in
the river because of the dangers, that maybe we wouldn’t come back. But the super bags were
done every year. I think we used to attach them to a post or something and they would float.
Then we would hang them on a fence to dry out and reuse them. I don’t know how many years
we got out of a jute super bag but at least a few. So that was the start of polluting it.
Like, the pool was so deep, and it is not now, and you can see the siltation. You can take people
who take the stats and show them what you were told and what it is like now and they can
draw their own conclusions. A lot of people can’t see the siltation. They think it has always
been the same. Then you start to see it straight away.

TOWARDS A WATER CONDITION INVESTMENT PLAN FOR THE PALLINUP RIVER
The project titled: Actions for the Pallinup; Demonstrating Improvements in Water Condition can be
thought of as a precursor to the development of an operational Water Condition Investment Plan
(WCIP) for the Middle Pallinup River system.
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A water condition investment plan is a strategy to ensure the best possible condition of the
waterways is achieved and maintained, and where necessary, recovered. It is visionary in its broad
objectives, but also provides a practical framework for the implementation of projects. It should
also outline the way in which progress can be measured. One or more of the following catchment
components are addressed in the WCIP;
•
•
•
•
•
•

The main river trunk floodway.
The network of lower order tributaries (60 - 80% of the total catchment channel length in
South Coast catchments).
The sequence of distinctive river pools that define the aquatic habitat for much of the time.
The river end point, either an estuary, ephemeral wetland or lake.
The groundwater system connecting to the surface drainage system.
The numerous wetland basins.

In order to develop and steer future catchment management, a waterways condition ‘dashboard' is
required. This consists of a set of measurable indicators (meters) that provide a reliable picture of
the state of each of the relevant catchment components, over time. Improvements can then be
systematically evaluated.
A Water Condition Investment Plan would direct project actions to address a number of degradation
pressures upon the waterways.
Degrading processes and threats to the condition and stability of the Pallinup River are;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excessive erosion and subsequent movement of sediment into the channel with the loss of
deep river pools through infilling.
Increasing salinity.
Major flood impacts on the natural floodways and built infrastructure.
Loss of riparian habitat structure for native wildlife.
Increasing algal levels in the river (nutrient excess).
Feral pests, both animals and weeds.

The following aims define the requirements for successful broad scale stream rehabilitation.
Approaches for achieving stable waterways;
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Remnant riparian and bush land areas are conserved in as natural a condition as possible
given the modifications of the surrounding landscape due to agricultural development. To
date this is predominantly achieved by fencing to exclude stock, feral animal control and
limited weed control.
The stability of the floodway and channels of the entire drainage system is maintained
through various levels of management. These need not exclude agricultural activity, but
such activity is managed according to Best Management Practice appropriate to the
rehabilitation aims. Currently, rehabilitated areas are generally left to fend for themselves,
without further enhancements or ongoing assessment.
Ensuring there is adequate vegetation within the riparian zone that can hold the channel
together is the primary control on stream power during storm events.
Groundwater and surface water inputs into the waterways are controlled through improved
on farm soil management and flood resistant drain design.
Cleared, unproductive land is re-vegetated.
Fresh rainfall is retained on farm.
Stock access to stream channels is tightly controlled if not excluded altogether.

What is needed to validate actions recommended in a river WCIP and the outcomes of those actions?
Three questions about the management of the river system underpin a WCIP.
1. What is it like now?
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2. Is it getting better, stable or getting worse?
3. Is what is being done making a difference?
To answer the question data must be sourced in a way that adequately reveals the state of each of
the catchment components covered by the WCIP. The effects of project actions will need to be reassessed beyond the finish dates of on-ground projects. This requires that a distinction must be
made between project outputs and environmental outcomes. The requirements for tracking the
outcomes of investment are that the indicators of waterways condition be assessed periodically.
The assessment method should still be reasonable and valid in 20 -30 years time so that 'apples are
compared with apples'. Data should be located in a central repository, protected from loss and
stored in a way that is readily accessible to future catchment managers.
The Work Plan for this project tested the value of previously collected water condition data for
tracking improvements in water condition for developing a practical framework for evaluating the
effectiveness of future NRM projects. This is essential if the considerable expenditure to date and
into the future is to be justified.
Future management of the Pallinup River will be both an art and a science, an exercise in large scale
landscaping with no quick fixes.
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SUPPLEMENTARY DOCUMENTS
A number of supplementary documents accompany this report They have not been included in the
report text due to their size. These are;
1. Supplements 1-1 to 1-8 comprise documented images comparing the 2001 and 2017 Photo
Point Audit sites, site by site. The description of each site is limited to its location
coordinates.
• SUPP 1-1 Pallinup_Photo_Audit_Comparison_PALL018-040
• SUPP 1-2 Pallinup_Photo_Audit_Comparison_PALL041-059
• SUPP 1-3 Pallinup_Photo_Audit_Comparison_PALL060-079
• SUPP 1-4 Pallinup_Photo_Audit_Comparison_PALL080-099
• SUPP 1-5 Pallinup_Photo_Audit_Comaprison_PALL100-119
• SUPP 1-6 Pallinup_Photo_Audit_Comparison_PALL120-139
• SUPP 1-7 Pallinup_Photo_Audit_Comparison_PALL140-159
• SUPP 1-8 Pallinup_Photo_Audit_Comparison_PALL160-173
2. Supplement 2 MAPS “THE MIDDLE PALLINUP MAPS 2017” CONTENTS.
• Foreshore Condition Status: Pen-Scott grading – 4 maps 9
• Fencing Status – 4 maps
• Weed locations – 4 maps
• Channel Bed Stability – 4 maps
• Bank Condition – 4 maps
• Dominant Channel form – 4 maps
3. Supplement 3 are the Appendices “THE MIDDLE PALLINUP Appendices 2017”
Contents:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix 1 - Photo Point locations 2017 1
o Comments on the relocation of the 2001 Photo Points
4
Appendix 2 – Observed flora and wildlife activity 4
Appendix 3 - weeds
4
Appendix 4 - Pen-Scott Foreshore Condition Rating
5
Appendix 5 - Field survey proforma: Morphological description 8
Appendix 6 – Field survey proforma: Photo Point record and veg description
Appendix 7 - Tributary confluences with the Pallinup main trunk. 12
Appendix 8 - artifacts and other interesting features
21
o Rubbish observed along the survey area 23
Appendix 9 - Geological maps of the Middle Pallinup River
24
Appendix 10 - Water quality data at confluences 25

10

4. Supplement 4 are transcripts of stories of the Pallinup River related by landholders at a
community event “Stories of the Pallinup” in Borden on the 25th of July 2017.
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